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Abstract— In power plant there are many pipes, and a small 

defect in any of this pipe may result into disaster and loss of 

both capital and man power. Thus it’s necessary to check all 

this pipes time to time, as we all know that “stitch in time 

saves nine”.  The only difficulty is to check all of them 

internally with that accuracy. Boon to this entire if our pipe 

inspection robot, which checks all the possible defects in 

pipe and that too quickly. Thereby saving time and “time is 

money”. Thus this robot of us not only provides safety but 

also saves time thereby reducing downtime of plant. The 

robot is incorporated with the shaft components, it should be 

cheap & should be repaired on site. The project contains the 

design and details of such robot. The robot consists of 

electronic board integrated with mechanical components & 

provides video feedback via custom graphical interface. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As we all know robotics is one of the fastest growing fields 

of today, so the designing of same is not as complicated as it 

was before. Robots are designed to remove the human 

factor, to work in the dangerous and inaccessible 

environment. Not only heavy production industries use 

robots but now a day it is used by small industries also. The 

inspection in pipes may be relevant for the efficiency in 

industrial plants and also to improving the safety level of 

workers and plant. That’s the reason we designed the robot 

which will be a boon to inspection industry. 

The robot can be used for inspecting the pipeline 

carrying drinkable water, effluent water, fuel oil and gas. A 

lot of trouble caused by piping network aging, corrosion, 

cracks and other mechanical defects are possible. In order to 

avoid these defects our robot will go inside the lengthy pipes 

and show us the defect is present or not. If any defect is 

present in the pipe that can be solved by replacing the pipe 

or just applying coating on internal surface of pipe. 

Recently many plants became old and so the pipes 

also. These pipes became cracked because of deterioration 

and corrosion. Many equipments were adopted in past for 

the same purpose but they were very complicated as 

compared to our robot. For those equipments it was difficult 

to move with the short length of wires and also they can’t 

reach deep inside a pipe. That was a serious limitation in 

inspection department. Our design of robot has overcome all 

those limitations of inspecting instruments, since we used a 

wireless communicating system. 

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: 

As we've observed that in industry, home, power plants etc, 

several problems occurs inside the pipe like corrosion, 

cracks, dent marks, material loses, etc. So we are inspecting 

the same with PIPE INSPECTION ROBOT.  

In industries like power plant or chemical processing plant if 

there is very minute defect inside a pipe then it can cause 

huge loss of both man power and resources. 

In order to avoid all above mentioned loses it is 

better to inspect regularly with the help of proper 

equipments. For the ease of this the robot is there. 

III. DESIGN OF THE INSPECTION ROBOT 

In designing of this, various mechanical and some electrical 

components are used. The mechanical components give 

strength to body and support its weight as well as helps in 

proceeding in the pipe. The mechanical components are 

designed such that weight of the robot is considerably 

reduced. In electrical components, power supply, switch pad 

and gear motors are used. A brief description of main 

components is given in vicinity. 

A. Pillars of ROBOT: 

1) Central Frame: 

 
Fig. 1: Central Frame 

The central body also works as frame of the robot. It 

supports all other components and holds batteries at the 

centre of the body. The central body is drilled & its ends are 

threaded internally for the insertion of pencil batteries & 

closing with externally threaded caps. Wireless camera is 

fixed at end of frame. 

2) Translational Element: 

 
Fig. 2: Translation Element 

This is movable part in the robot which slides along the 

central body for repositioning in case of change in pipe 
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diameter. This element is made hollow for the purpose of 

translating over central body. This will restrict the links to 

some extreme angles beyond which it could not be 

translated. The minimum and maximum angles are found to 

be 15 degrees & 60 degrees. The joints are brazed on the 

translational element at 120 degrees for the links to be fixed 

on it.   

3) Links: 

 
Fig. 3: (Link 1) 

 
Fig. 4: (Link 2) 

 
Fig. 5: (Link 3) 

Each resistant body in the machine which moves 

relative to other resistant body is called Kinematic link or 

element. A resistant body is the body which does not go 

under deformation while transmitting the force. 

Links are major parts of the robot which translates 

the motion. Links are connected to form a four bar 

mechanism. This four bar mechanism has three revolute 

pairs and one single prismatic pair. Links holds the receiver, 

switch and 12v battery for the electronic components. It also 

supports the motors. 

4) Compression Coil Helical Spring: 

 
Fig. 6: Compression Coil Helical Spring 

A spring is an elastic object used to store mechanical 

energy. Spring used here is made up of hardened steel. 

Compression spring is usually used for exerting tension. The 

purpose of spring is as follows; 

 The force that the mini robot mechanism exerts on 

pipe walls is generated with the help of extensible 

spring. 

 The helical spring disposed on the central axis 

assures the repositioning of the structure, in the 

case of pipe diameter variation. 

5) Wireless Camera and Display for Output: 

Wireless communication is the transfer of information over 

a distance without the use of physical wires. The receiver 

has a channel to tune in and once it is tuned then you get the 

pictures. The picture is sent by a transmitter & the receiver 

collects its signal transfers it to display on screen. 

The camera is mounted at one end of central body 

and the robot is meant for inspection inside a pipe which 

could be monitored in a desktop. Thus it helps in examining 

the longer pipes by going deeper inside the pipe. 

6) Motors: 

Motors are the drivers of robot. Since we had aluminum 

material for fabrication, the weight is comparatively less. So 

our requirement for motor was that it should have at least 

2kg torque to travel inside the pipe. We used 4 motors & 

each has 1 kg torque to make the robot travel inside the pipe. 

The supply for the motor is 6v which is from 

central body. The 4 motors are placed at 120 degrees & are 

supported on the links by a tag.   

7) Six number of wheels for better stability 

8) Batteries 

9) Flash light 

IV. THE MECHANISM 

The robot works on four bar mechanism consisting of three 

revolute joints and one prismatic pair. Thus motion of all 

revolute joints can be described by a simple image as 

follows, 

 
Fig. 7: Mechanism of Pipe Inspection Robot 
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The formula for working of mechanism is: -    H = 2r + 2d + 

2h2cos  

Where the terms can be explained as -D-Diameter 

of the pipe in mm, 

d-Distance between EE’ in mm. 

h1, h2, h3 are the length of the links in mm. 

r-Radius of the wheel. 

If the diameter of pipe is uniform throughout then assume Ө 

= 45° 

V. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 

To minimize the size of robot successive efforts were made. 

For simplicity in operation we used microcontroller. There 

is an option kept for installing temperature sensors if it is 

required in future or if the robot is working below the earth 

in order to sense the temperature. An LDR sensor is also 

installed to help the camera in capturing images even when 

there is no light. 

As the functioning of robot starts, signals are sent 

and received from controller. A video grabber is used to 

capture video from CMOS camera which is operated 

wirelessly. The wheels are supported and fixed to links. 

VI. METHODOLOGY 

The robot will perform the following steps for performing 

the task: 

1) The robot firstly goes down the pipe with its legs 

adjusting according to the dimension or internal 

surface of pipe. It is guided by a skilled operator 

using switch pad. 

2) For output of inspection a video camera is mounted 

on the front of robot which will give exact images 

of internal surface or defect if any present. The 

video will be monitored on a display or pc. 

3) The robot then grasps the target by contracting or 

expanding its gripper according to the requirement. 

4) The robot can also sense the temperature if that is 

required. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE: 

The project can be further improved by adding or modifying 

following features: 

1) The robot can be made water proof by providing air 

tight seal around the body of robot. 

2) Various sensors such as infrared sensor, UV 

emitter or high temperature sensor can be installed 

for nuclear power plants for thorough inspection. 

3) Caterpillar wheels can be used for making acute 

turns & to provide better grip. 

4) Large battery can be used so as to power up for 

longer time. 

5) A painting sprayer can be provided to paint internal 

surface of pipe as workers can’t reach where this 

robot can reach. 

6) Smoke sensors can be added to sense fire and 

hazardous gases. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

A very important design goal of this robot is the adaptability 

to inner diameter of the pipe. So we proposed a new design 

in inspecting pipelines. The major advantage is that it can be 

used in case of pipe diameter variation with a simple 

mechanism. 

We developed a pipe inspection robot that can be 

applied to 140-180mm pipeline. The kinematics of 

mechanism and actuator sizing of this robot investigated. A 

prototype was developed to test the feasibility of this robot 

for inspection of in house pipelines. We used a PCB board 

that handles all electrical components. This robot has 

cleared all tests; the result was what we expected. We also 

realized that properly organizing the work and working as a 

team can help in time management. This can result in more 

efficient and effective outputs. 

In other words, we found more good than bad from 

this system because it is safer and more secure and it is able 

to keep the people who are in the vicinity of plants safe. 
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